proof-of-concept prototype implementation is discussed and an application to a sensor scenario is described.
INTRODUCTION

Machine to machine (M2M) communications over the
Internet is expected to grow rapidly as more and more applications involve interactions with physical world objects [4] . A traditional M2M application is normally provide generic APls for objects in the cyberspace [2] .
Internet of Things (loT) [3] envisions that physical objects (things) become network objects in the cyberspace that can communicate with each others and be accessible across the full range of Internet applications and users.
This vision of loT faces two major challenges. One is the universal identity of Things and the other is the standardizations of the data format for Things. We have witnessed efforts in standardization to address the second challenge e.g. SensorML [8] and TransducerML [9] . This paper will focus on the first challenge, i.e. the identification of things in the Internet. Normally, physical objects are identified at product level through attached tags (EPCglobal, Barcode, RFID) [10] and network objects are directly identified at application level through defined names (URI: URL or URN) [11] . In the current Internet, both of them cannot be addressed or identified directly by the core network which leaves the loT just another type of web applications.
One approach is to extend IP addressing from computers to Things, i.e., assigning all things an IPv6 address. IPv6 [6] has a huge addressing space. It defines the lowest 6 -8 bytes of addressing space as device ID, inherent from the 6 bytes of MAC addresses [7] . A. Name Assignment Service (NAS) The first principle of MobilityFirst is the name and address separation, i.e., giving every network object a global unique identification (GUID) independent of its network address, which can be dynamic (mobility), multiple (multi-homing) or not directly reacheable (e.g. sensors).
GUlD:
Public Key Seq number sequence number] as shown in Figure 2 . The owner of the network object can obtain a public / private key pair for his/her network objects and certify them an authority.
Since there is a creation and management cost for PKI key pair, an owner may use one key pair for multiple network objects he owns with sequence numbers Name assignment service (NAS) is an owner selected service to publish a GUID for network objects he owns. It maps a human readable semantic string, for example, "temperature of New York central park" to a GUID. The binding between the human readable string, such as keywords, and the GUID should be signed by the private key corresponding to the public key used by the GUID.
As shown in Figure 1 , each network object, such as computer, mobile phone, sensor, content or context, can be assigned a GUID and published at NAS. People who intend to access a network object can lookup its GUID at NAS and then use the GUID to access it accordingly.
Since GUID contains a public key of the owner, it provides the ability to self verify its authentication and data integrity.
B. Global Name Resolution Service (GNRS)
A network object with a given GUID may be connected to the MobilityFirst core network at different network locations due to multi-homing, terminal mobility or network mobility. Global name resolution service (GNRS)
is a distributed fast GVID to network address (e.g. IP)
mapping. GNRS is similar to today' s DNS service which maps a URL to an IP address, but it requires much faster responses at sub lOOms time scale. The key challenge of the MobilityFirst project is to implement the GNRS to meet this goal [14] .
e. Hybrid Name and Address Routing 
A. Unified Identity of Sensor Data
The design goal of MobilityFirst is to provide a unified network interface for sensors -every sensor connected to the MobilityFirst network can be accessed by a third party application over the Internet through a GUID. 
B. M2M: from Vertical to Flat
As we have shown in Figure 1 , GUIDs can be used to identify hosts, sensors, content as well as contexts. A sensor network may contain many layers from physical, data aggregation, processing, distribution and application layers. Figure 4 shows that depending on the sensor application requirements, sensors can be exposed to the MobilityFirst core network at different layers via GUIDs. 3) The MF host program can either wait for Internet applications to pull the data of GUID_s or simply push the data into the MF network. Since the MF core network supports hop-by-hop transport and data caching, the sensor data identified by GUID_s may be stored in the core network waiting for any application to pickup.
In this section, we will describe the primitives of the MF protocol and how it applies to sensor applications.
D. MobilityFirst Interfaces
The interfaces of MF networks are illustrated in 3) The MF host distributes sensor data through the MobilityFirst network a) Send (GUID_list, GUID_s) contains sensor data of GUID _s and transports toward multiple destinations in GUID_list (GUID_a is one on the list).
b) The MF router sends Lookup (GUID_Iist) to find the NA_list of GUID_list.
c) Send (NA_list, GUID_s) multicasts sensor data to a list of destinations.
V.
PROTOTYPE SYSTEM SETUP
We have implemented a prototype of the MobilityFirst network architecture that enables network presence and reachability for sensors using GUIDs. A sensor network consisting of temperature sensors and readers with 2.4GHz wireless RFID interfaces is used.
It will be integrated to a MF host program using the MF protocol stack and API implementations on a Linux host, where it can both register a sensor on the MF network and to relay messages from readers containing the sensor data.
A typical Linux host we use for a MF host on the ORBIT platform has an Intel i7 2.93GHz processor, 3GB RAM, an Atheros WiFi (alb/g) card and an Intel 6050
WiMAXIWiFi card. While large scale evaluations are pending, we believe this set up for a sensor network can quite easily support hundreds to a few thousand sensor nodes that periodically (on the order of seconds) publish data on to a MobilityFirst network. When such a host also handles requests directly from interested hosts, the architecture will need to be scaled by possibly distributing sensors among a number of reader hosts.
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We plan to demonstrate two scenarios. One is an application queries the temperature of the "central park", it chooses one GUID_s fit its criteria, then send the query to the network interface of GUID_s and get an instant temperature data. The other is an application send the query including its own GUID_a to subscribe the data of GUID_s, which is continuously sent to GUID_a periodically.
VI.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
MobilityFirst can offer a solution for Internet of Things to effectively distribute sensor data over the core network with routing on GUIDs. It can also inherit the nice mobility and security features of GUID. More validations on the prototype system functionality are expected and the future work also includes further promote GUIDs on context identification and provide means to integrate various kinds of sensor network middleware to
MobilityFirst core networks at different levels.
